


AI powered precision  
hiring intelligence

What we do
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We now live in a world where 
we are seeing a shift from 
traditional manual processing 
to AI data-driven automation
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The way people  
work is changing 
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This is a global 
movement
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Every industry 
is shifting
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The new disrupters are embracing AI

Amazon
Which has built the world’s most 
valuable retailer around AI. 

Uber
Uber’s AI that connects you  
with your ride without you having 
to think.

Google
Which now has a whole division 
Google.ai dedicated solely to AI.
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IBM
From main frame computers 
to their AI Natural Language 
Processing System Watson.

The survivors are reinventing themselves 

Microsoft
Shifting its focus from the 
Windows operating system to 
investing heavily in AI whether  
it’s data-crunching tech or its  
new virtual assistant.

Salesforce
Using AI to unlock sales and 
marketing data to power the 
world’s smartest CRM.
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What do they all  
have in common?
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The disrupters and 
survivors understand 
that AI is set to 
become the fourth  
industrial revolution

“It is a renaissance,  
it is a golden age.”

Jeff Bezos 
CEO & Founder, Amazon
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The recruitment industry  
is no different 

And is also in  
the early stages  
of a major shift
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But today most recruiters 
are stuck using manual 
traditional tools
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The overwhelming volume of 
candidate data being produced 
is growing exponentially every 
day faster than ever

Not only this but

Volumes are exploding 
More data has been created  
in the past two years than in  
the entire previous history of  
the human race.

Faster than ever
Data is growing faster than ever 
before and by the year 2020, 
about 1.7 megabytes of new 
information will be created every 
second for every human being  
on the planet.

But <5% of data is being used
At the moment less than 5% of all 
data is ever analysed and used, 
just imagine the potential here.
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Recruiters are 
fast at risk 
of becoming 
machines.
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Using AI to unlock data to  
make precision hiring faster

That’s why we built scaleXT

Precision
Through leveraging AI, Machine 
Learning, and Deep Learning the 
chances of precision matching 
with quality candidates are greatly 
enhanced. When there is a human 
overlay on top of this matching 
engine the precision increases 
even further still.

Faster
By using technology to search 
rather than manual human labour 
you are able to recruit in days, 
rather than weeks or months.

Reduced cost
When you have the ability to hire 
faster and with less effort and 
pain you significantly drive cost 
per hire down. Not only is the cost 
of acquiring a new person lower 
but the cost of a late placement 
on important projects is reduced.
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Using AI powered 
precision hiring 
intelligence at the 
core with humans  
at the helm

How it works
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1   Activate job
First your job is activated on scaleXT. It’s quick and easy  
for you to do by uploading minimal job data against our  
job framework which should only take you a few minutes.

2 Review Candidate Data MAP™
Then review your Candidate Data MAP™ of qualified 
candidates, defined by you, and precision matched by our  
AI and augmented by our team of researchers at scaleXT. 

3 Interested CVs to INBOX™
These are the Interested CVs of candidates from the 
Candidate Data MAP™ that are open to employment 
opportunities and have specifically said that they are 
interested in your role. 

4 Interview candidates
Easily review the Interested CVs to Your INBOX™ and 
interview or reject candidates.

5 Make a hire
Make an offer, pay the success fee you originally agreed  
to when the candidate accepts — on average all this  
should happen within 18 days.

6 Celebrate
Then celebrate!!!

7 Identify your next role
The more you use scaleXT for similar roles the smarter  
and smarter the system gets. The machine is like a brain 
that continues to grow the more you use it.
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“When we went to  
scaleXT we found  
that the candidate  
data they provided  
was by far the best.”
Aman Dhaliwal 
Talent Sourcing Manager 
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“We quickly found a 
‘Unicorn’ Consulting 
Architect with 
scaleXT in a very 
pain free process.” 
Rob Benson  
Chief Executive
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“In no time we had some 
really good candidates  
to consider and made  
the offer in a few weeks.” 
Amrita Makhni  
Senior Consultant 
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The era of  
AI recruiting 
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Thank you


